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QUESTION 1

In a non-SXA multisite implementation, what is the recommended practice for storing reusable content that is shared
between the different sites? 

A. You should create a folder on each site and use cloning for this type of content. 

B. It is not a recommended practice to share content between sites. 

C. You should store this type of content outside of any one site\\'s content tree structure. 

D. Location does not matter because content can be retrieved from anywhere. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company you develop for wants to temporarily change the design for their main page for a company anniversary
celebration. Because this will be a specific version of the main page that is published for a specific period, which
Sitecore feature enables you to accomplish this change while easily allowing you to revert to the original design? 

A. Final layouts 

B. Shared layouts 

C. Restricted layouts 

D. Versioned layouts 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement characterizes the Sitecore Extranet security domain? 

A. It provides default access to the Sitecore identity server for users to log in to the appropriate environment areas. 

B. It is an internal security domain for users that can access the Sitecore client tools and editing functionality. 

C. It is the domain that containsuser accounts as well as customized roles for managing read access to the website
content. 

D. It provides customized roles for controlling access to third-party environments such as a CRM or payment portal. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is considered a complex field and should not be rendered using the Html.Sitecore().Field()
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method when developing with Sitecore MVC? 

A. Number 

B. Image 

C. Check box 

D. Single-line text 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a component that will allow users to select acontent item from a specific place within the content tree
as the data source. How will you ensure the component is flexible and the user can select a content item upon use? 

A. Ensure the insert options for the component are enabled so the Author can change the content item for the
component. 

B. Ensure the users can create a new component from Experience Editor and configure the Datasource Template field. 

C. Ensure the component supports a change to the data source and configure the Datasource Location field. 

D. Ensure you add a placeholder within the component so the Experience Editor prompts the user for a content item. 

Correct Answer: C 
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